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Programme Specific Outcomes (PSOs) of B.Com Computer
Applications

PSO 1-The program will enable students to attain skills in conducting business transactions online and

Analyse the scope of the business by adopting modern technology in the business practices.

PSO 2- To make accurate use of English, Malayalam and Hindi language in their respective field and

communicate effectively

PSO 3: Examine the capabilities in varied areas developing communication skills with an aim towards

holistic development of learners

PSO 4 -Understand the basic concepts and functions of accounting, trade and computer softwarealso

develop proficiency in the management of an organisation

PSO 5- To develop socially responsible citizen by inculcating sense of civic responsibilities, social

commitments, moral accountability and environmental consciousness

Programme Specific Outcomes (PSOs) of B.Com Finance and Taxation

PSO 1- To commit to develop socially responsible citizen by inculcating sense of civic responsibilities,

social commitments, moral accountability and environmental consciousness by exposing them to

human rights values, culture, heritage and scientific temper by undertaking various social activities.

PSO 2-To make accurate use of languages in their respective field and communicate effectively.

PSO 3: To Enrich communication,team work and leadership skills effectively , in terms of business as

well as social interaction and the program will encourage entrepreneurship spirit among students.

PSO 4 - Students will be versed in the fundamental concepts of Auditing and different aspects of tax

and also get different provisions.

PSO 5-Further the students are encouraged with add on value based and job oriented courses which

ensure them to the sustained in the organization level.

Programme Specific Outcomes (PSOs) of M.ComManagement and IT

PSO 1: To Impart the ethical values and norms required for facing the challenges of growing Trade,

Industry and Research.

PSO 2: To provide expertise in Marketing, HR, Finance, Management, Accounting, Accounting

standards, Income Tax and Information Technology.



PSO 3: Critical evaluation and interpretation of Business and E-business.

PSO4: To impart sufficient knowledge of communication skills required in dayto day business affairs

and sharpen the ability of writing various businessletters, reports, and notes.

PSO 5:Exercising Professional skills, values, team spirit, and high leadership and to accept the

challenges in the Industry and Academics.
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